Peak Season

Playbook
Automated packaging to tackle
peak season challenges as
ecommerce demands rise

ţŘŀţěʅĳƲŘȆŘŘšěţƪʅ
ŀƞʅĳðčŀţĴʅðʅţěǋʅƖěðŘŀƪǑʅ
One of frequent and dramatic spikes
in demand as consumer behaviour
shifts based on health and economic
conditions, or time of year. This
čůţƪŀţƲěƞʅƪůʅčðƲƞěʅƞŀĴţŀȆčðţƪʅƞƲƓƓŘǑʅ
chain challenges for ecommerce
retailers, especially in the packing
and shipping areas.
MůǋʅčðţʅčůšƓðţŀěƞʅƞƲččěƞƞĳƲŘŘǑʅ
ţðǊŀĴðƪěʅƪĻěƞěʅěǐƪƖěšěʅƓƲƖčĻðƞŀţĴʅ
ƓěðŕƞʅǋĻěţʅŘðČůƲƖʅƖěƞůƲƖčěƞʅðƖěʅ
reduced or unavailable, social
ĔŀƞƪðţčŀţĴʅĴƲŀĔěŘŀţěƞʅðƖěʅŀţʅƓŘðčěɋʅ
ƞĻŀƓƓŀţĴʅƓƖŀčěƞʅðƖěʅŀţčƖěðƞŀţĴɋʅ
ðţĔʅĔěšðţĔʅŒƲƞƪʅŕěěƓƞʅĴƖůǋŀţĴɑ

Sources: Statista Digital Market Outlook

»ĻěʅÂeʅŀƞʅ.ƲƖůƓěɼƞʅŘðƖĴěƞƪ
ecommerce market with an
online retail value of

€85 billion in 2019.

Average revenue per user in
Europe was €692,13 in 2019 and

ěǐƓěčƪěĔʅƪůʅĴƖůǋʅȌȔʺ
expected to grow 19%
ƪůʅ€824,87 by 2024.
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»ĻěʅţðšěʅůĳʅƪĻěʅĴðšěʅŀƞʅ
ĴěƪƪŀţĴʅƪĻěʅůƖĔěƖʅƪůʅƪĻěʅ
čƲƞƪůšěƖʅðƪʅƪĻěʅĳðƞƪěƞƪʅ
ðţĔʅšůƞƪʅěȂčŀěţƪʅšěðţƞʅ
ƓůƞƞŀČŘěɐ
This can be hard when purchasing activity is
not spread evenly throughout the year. Many
ecommerce retailers have focused on picking
productivity more than the parcel packaging
area to aid in managing these swings.
In may cases, the parcel packaging area is
ǊěƖǑʅŘðČůƲƖʅŀţƪěţƞŀǊěɋʅĻðƞʅðʅƞŀĴţŀȆčðţƪʅŀšƓðčƪʅůţʅƞĻŀƓƓŀţĴʅčůƞƪƞʅðţĔʅĴƖěðƪŘǑʅðȁěčƪƞʅƪĻěʅ
end-user’s unboxing experience. By ignoring
this area, ecommerce retailers can have
ĔěƪƖŀšěţƪðŘʅěȁěčƪƞʅůţʅƪĻěŀƖʅČůƪƪůšʅŘŀţěʅðƞʅŀƪʅ
relates to labour and shipping costs,
ǋðƖěĻůƲƞěʅěȂčŀěţčŀěƞʅðţĔʅƪĻěʅčƲƞƪůšěƖʅ
experience.
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Black Friday and Cyber Monday
ĻðǊěʅČěčůšěʅţůƪůƖŀůƲƞʅƞěðƞůţðŘʅ
ěǊěţƪƞɐʅMůǋěǊěƖɋʅƪĻŀƞʅŀƞʅĳðƖʅĳƖůšʅ
ČěŀţĴʅƪĻěʅůţŘǑʅƓěðŕʅðţǑšůƖě
Christmas and Easter are fairly
predictable, but retailers also face
sudden surges in demand as a
result of unexpected events, including
economic, health, weather, sports or
fashion. These events can cause
permanent shifts in consumer
behaviours, shifting buying patterns
from stores to ecommerce. Couple
that with ever-tightening delivery
promises and peaks are no longer
measured in weeks or days, but
sometimes by the hour.
£ěðŕƞʅƞƪƖěƞƞʅƪěƞƪʅƪĻěʅǋĻůŘěʅĳƲŘȆŘšěţƪʅ
and delivery process, and nowhere
is this more acutely felt than in the

packing area. Constructing boxes,
packing, weighing, sealing and
labelling manually is a slow process,
and few shippers have either the
physical space or the available labour
to create additional packing stations
for what may be only a few days,
weeks or months of work. Finding a
ȇěǐŀČŘěʅŘðČůƲƖʅĳůƖčěɋʅðǊðŀŘðČŘěʅðƪʅƞĻůƖƪʅ
notice, is also becoming increasingly
ĔŀȂčƲŘƪɐʅ
MůǋʅǋŀŘŘʅěčůššěƖčěʅƖěƪðŀŘěƖƞʅčůƓěʅ
ǋŀƪĻʅƪĻěʅţěǋʅƖěðŘŀƪǑʅůĳʅĳƖěƕƲěţƪʅðţĔʅ
ĔƖðšðƪŀčʅƞƓŀŕěƞʅŀţʅčůţƞƲšěƖʅ
ĔěšðţĔɑ

»ĻěʅȍȋȌȔʅsůǊěšČěƖʅ

ɻšěĴðʅƓěðŕɼʅĴƖěǋʅȌȑɐȏʺ
‘mega peak’ grew 16.4%
based on the online sales
performance of over 170 retailers.

Source: IMPG Capgemini Online Retail Index
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»ĻěʅčðƞěʅĳůƖʅðƲƪůšðƪŀůţʅŀţʅƪĻěʅ
ƓðčŕŀţĴʅðƖěðʅŀƞʅčůšƓěŘŘŀţĴ
However, simple size-constrained machines
using only one-size of box does not cater to the wide
variety of products and order sizes experienced by
most online retailers. If demand for smaller items
to be packed exceeds the capacity of the relevant
machine, the shipper has no option but to move up a
box size, or two, or three.
In addition, excess packaging clogs up the recycling
ŘůůƓɐʅǊěƖƞŀǛěʅČůǐěƞʅȆŘŘʅƲƓʅƖůŘŘʅčðĴěƞʅðţĔʅĔŀƞƓðƪčĻʅ
bays and require more delivery vehicles and drivers
ƪůʅĳƲŘȆŘŘʅůƖĔěƖƞɋʅǋĻŀčĻʅĻðƞʅðʅţěĴðƪŀǊěʅŀšƓðčƪʅůţʅƪĻěʅ
ěţǊŀƖůţšěţƪɐʅqƲčĻʅůĳʅƪĻěʅǊůŀĔʅȆŘŘʅƲƞěĔʅĳůƖʅƓðčŕŀţĴʅŀƞʅ
essentially non-recyclable, but without it, the damage
rate for small items slamming about in large boxes
is high, becomes unacceptable to consumers and

creates an ever-bigger returns problem.
Packaging waste doesn’t play well with consumers
either. There are thousands of “unboxing” videos
online showing customer reactions to large parcels
with small items inside. From sarcastic comments to
questioning the shipper’s priority on the environment,
customer satisfaction is lost – even if the product was
delivered on time and without any damage. To make
matters worse, the large parcels are also greatly
impacting shipping costs for retailers due to high
volumes of air and the vast amount of unnecessary
shipping materials used. Add today’s warehouse
labour challenges and retailers certainly have their
hands full.

ȑȋʺʅůĳʅěčůššěƖčěʅĔěŘŀǊěƖŀěƞ
60% of ecommerce deliveries
are by volume at least a quarter composed
of ČƲČČŘěɮǋƖðƓɋʅƓůŘǑƞƪǑƖěţěʅČěðĔƞʅ

ůƖʅŒƲƞƪʅĳƖěƞĻʅðŀƖɐ

Technologies
Source: Sparck
Packaging
by Quadient
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áůƲƖʅĴðšěɮčĻðţĴŀţĴʅƞůŘƲƪŀůţɑʅ
MŀĴĻɮǊěŘůčŀƪǑɋʅěȂčŀěţƪʅðţĔʅ
ěčůţůšŀčðŘʅðƲƪůšðƪěĔʅ
ƓðčŕðĴŀţĴ
Sparck Technologies
£ðčŕðĴŀţĴʅČǑʅ¥ƲðĔŀěţƪʅĻðƞʅƪǋůʅƖěŘŀðČŘěʅĻŀĴĻɮǊěŘůčŀƪǑʅȆƪɮƪůɮƞŀǛěʅ
automated packaging solutions, the CVP Everest and CVP Impack.
The CVP Impack packs up to 500 tailor-made parcels per hour
requiring only one operator while the CVP Everest auto-packs up to
1,100 parcels per hour and uses two operators.
These auto-boxing technologies take a three-dimensional scan of
the single- or multi-item order of hard or soft goods as it moves
ĔůǋţʅƪĻěʅčůţǊěǑůƖɐʅƲƞƪůšŀǛěĔʅȆƪɮƪůɮƞŀǛěʅčůƖƖƲĴðƪěʅĳůƖʅƪĻěʅČůǐʅðţĔʅ
lid is cut and creased to size, erected around the item(s) and the lid
sealed. Parcels are weighed, labelled and transferred to shipping for
destination sortation.
Automated packaging solutions like the CVP Everest and Impack
ůƓƪŀšŀǛěʅůƖĔěƖʅĳƲŘȆŘŘšěţƪʅŀţʅůţěʅƞěðšŘěƞƞʅƓƖůčěƞƞɋʅĔěčƖěðƞěʅƪĻěʅ
reliance on labour along with costs, and reduce package volume
ǋĻŀŘěʅČůůƞƪŀţĴʅƞƲƞƪðŀţðČŀŘŀƪǑʅěȁůƖƪƞɐ
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¦ŀĴĻƪɮƞŀǛěĔʅČůǐěƞʅŘěðĔʅƪůʅ
ČŀĴʅČěţěȆƪƞ

Auto-boxing addresses the waste problem – cardČůðƖĔʅƲƞðĴěʅŀƞʅƖěĔƲčěĔʅČǑʅȍȋʺɋʅðţĔʅðʅƪŀĴĻƪʅȆƪʅěŘŀšŀţðƪěƞʅƪĻěʅţěěĔʅĳůƖʅǊůŀĔʅȆŘŘɐʅ»ůƪðŘʅƓðčŕðĴěʅǊůŘƲšěƞʅ
can be reduced by 50%, maximizing the use of the
truck
and reducing
costswilland
enviUsing trailer
a right-sized
box meansshipping
your products
be packaged
more
ƞěčƲƖěŘǑʅðţĔʅčůƞƪʅěȁěčƪŀǊěŘǑɐʅƲƞƪůšɋʅȆƪɮƪůɮƞŀǛěʅƓðčŕðĴŀţĴʅšðčĻŀţěƞʅǋŀŘŘʅƓðčŕʅðʅ
ronmental
impacts.

High-Velocity Packaging

ðŘŘůǋƞʅŘðƪěƖʅčƲƪɮůȁʅƪŀšěƞʅĔƲěʅƪůʅƪĻěʅƞƓěěĔʅ
of packaging, enabling same day delivery

Less Shipping volume
due to an optimized sized box

broad range of items using one or two operators, from head phones to a vacuƲšʅčŘěðţěƖɋʅðţĔʅðŘŘůǋʅĳůƖʅěǊěţʅĴƖěðƪěƖʅƞĻŀƓƓŀţĴʅěȂčŀěţčŀěƞɐ

qůƖěʅčůĴěţƪŘǑʅĳůƖʅƪĻěʅĻðƖĔɮƓƖěƞƞěĔʅĳƲŘȆŘšěţƪʅčěţtre
at packing
rates
in excess
permost agile throughput
Themanager,
CVP Automated
Packaging
Solutions
haveof
the1,100
fastest,
hour
latest
machine
potentially
replace
on a dedicated service
on thethe
market
today,
backedcan
by proven
customer
data and
average
up team.
to 20Auto-boxing
manual packing
stations.
And
for product damage,
and support
will create
less waste,
reduce
save
on
labour
and
shipping
costs,
and
generate
repeat
business to save your
businesses with mid-market volumes a similar macompany
valuable
dollars
while
ensuring
all
steps
of
the
chine, the CVP Impack, produces up to 500 boxespacking process are
optimized.
ƓěƖʅĻůƲƖʅðţĔʅůȁěƖƞʅŒƲƞƪʅðČůƲƪʅðŘŘʅƪĻěʅČěţěȆƪƞʅůĳʅƪĻěʅ
CVP Everest.

Alleviate Peak Season
challenges with auto-boxing, meeting higher
customer and company demands

Less Corrugate & Material
usage due to a smaller customized box

Improve Customer Experience
with branded corrugate, customized
enclosures and strong shipping-proof boxes

Up to 500 boxes per hour
Ease Labour Concerns
when labour resources are unavailable
and social distancing is required

Reduce Shipping Costs
and DIM Weight Charges

Strengthen Susainability
as consumers want to purchase from
eco-friendly companies

Up to 1,100 boxes per hour
Sources: Statista Digital Market Outlook
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Conclusion
ÛŀƪĻʅŘůţĴɮƪěƖšʅƞĻŀĳƪƞʅŀţʅčůţƞƲšěƖʅČěĻðǊŀůƲƖɋʅůţŘŀţěʅƖěƪðŀŘěƖƞʅǋŀŘŘʅƪƲƖţʅƪůʅ
ƓðčŕðĴŀţĴʅðƲƪůšðƪŀůţʅĳůƖʅƞƪðČŀŘŀƪǑɋʅěȂčŀěţčǑʅðţĔʅčůƞƪʅƞðǊŀţĴƞ.
By choosing an automated solution to right-size ecommerce deliveries,
ƖěƪðŀŘěƖƞʅčðţʅšěěƪʅƪĻěŀƖʅĳƲŘȆŘšěţƪʅƓƖůšŀƞěƞɋʅěǊěţʅŀţʅƪĻěʅƓěðŕƞɋʅǋĻŀŘěʅ
respecting the environment, reducing transit damage, and saving money.
.ǊěţʅůƓěƖðƪŀţĴʅɻůȁɮƓěðŕɼʅðƪʅǋěŘŘʅČěŘůǋʅčðƓðčŀƪǑɋʅƪĻěƖěʅŀƞʅðʅƖðƓŀĔʅƖěƪƲƖţʅůţʅ
investment in the form of material savings, shipping costs and labour
resources.

¥ƲðĔŀěţƪ
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most meaningful customer experiences,
by focusing on four key solution areas including Customer Experience Management,
Business Process Automation, Mail-related Solutions, Automated Packaging Solutions
and Parcel Locker Solutions, Quadient helps simplify the connection between people
and what matters. Quadient supports hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide
in their quest to create relevant, personalised connections and achieve customer
experience excellence. Quadient is listed in compartment B of Euronext Paris (QDT) and
belongs to the SBF 120 index.
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